Fuel Age and Fire Spread in Chaparral Ecosystems

In southern California, where wildfires occur predominantly in shrubland ecosystems such as chaparral, there is continual debate over the relative roles of weather and fuels in fire spread. During Santa Ana wind conditions, often characterized by single-digit humidity, temperatures over 90 degrees F, and 80 mph sustained wind speeds, weather typically overwhelms the influence of fuel type. During milder conditions, fuel type becomes much more important. In a paper published in the recent issue of Fire Management Today, USGS scientist Jon Keeley coauthors a paper with colleagues from the California Chaparral Institute that analyzes these factors in a case study of a critical part of the 2003 Cedar Fire perimeter in San Diego County.

What drives and stops wildfires is a complicated interplay of variables that can lead to countless possible outcomes. As every wildland firefighter learns in basic training, the ability of a fire to spread is determined by three basic variables: fuel type and condition, weather, and topography. Fire suppression obviously plays a significant role in determining fire spread, so firefighter activities becomes an additional variable as well.

To examine these issues and better understand the interplay of variables that determine fire spread, the authors examined sites within the perimeter of one of the largest fires in California history and considered fuel structure, weather, and personal interviews with firefighters to reconstruct fire behavior at this critical point of fire spread.

This research showed that 3-year-old, post-fire native vegetation in a recovering chamise chaparral stand was capable of carrying a fire under moderate weather conditions and under more severe weather could generate substantial flame lengths and spread rates. The 3-year-old fuels within the 3-year-old fire scar did, however, make it possible for firefighters to approach the area with acceptable risk to conduct fire suppression activities. Their actions coincided with a wind reversal that caused the fire to back downhill, contributing to suppression success.
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